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Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is observed mostly as primary RP (PRP), a benign
vasospastic disease. Conversely, secondary RP is a severe condition, but to diagnose
the specific RP type requires an experienced clinician, with good laboratory background, and, in many cases, uncommon equipment, such as intravital capillaroscopy
(IC), plethysmography (P), or laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF), and special procedures;
for instance, biopsy, computed tomography, and angiography or magnetic resonance
imaging. In many cases, clinicians may not observe all RP symptoms, and may only
recognize paresthesias, non-typical color changes, or changing finger temperature
limited to only some fingers. Incompletely manifested symptoms are often not diagnosed as RP but rather referred to as acrosyndrome in French sources.1 This practice
is changing how frequently these decisive symptoms appear to occur in the population.
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Background: The early differential diagnosis of Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is crucial for
the prognosis and therapy of these patients. In our microcirculatory laboratory, we use intravital
capillaroscopy (IC), plethysmography (P), and laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) for examining
acrosyndromes. We combine LDF with venoarteriolar reflex test, cold test, and rewarming test
to achieve more reliable diagnoses of acrosyndromes.
Patients and methods: We examined LDF and IC according to a strict protocol using a battery
of tests (venoarteriolar reflex test, cold test, rewarming test) applied to five different groups of
people and compared their results: healthy controls, primary Raynaud’s phenomenon (PRP),
systemic scleroderma, vibration white finger, and peripheral artery occlusive disease. Our tests
included 340 individuals (72 patients plus 268 controls).
Results: Although all tests provided some differences between controls and patients, only the
rewarming test offered significant results for differential diagnoses.
Conclusion: IC and LDF combined with the battery of tests (venoarteriolar reflex test, cold
test, rewarming test) under standard conditions can be used as reliable tools to distinguish
between PRP and some types of secondary RP (especially in the case of systemic scleroderma,
vibration white fingers, or peripheral artery occlusive disease; RPs with organic occlusions of
the small arteries causing the diseases). Our methodology can help to distinguish between other
types of RP, as well.
Keywords: Raynaud’s phenomenon, acrosyndrome, laser Doppler flowmetry, intravital capillaroscopy, scleroderma, vibration white finger, peripheral artery occlusive disease
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RP occurs in 5%–20% of the population in Europe2 with a
woman to man ratio of 4:1,2 while non-specific symptomatology is much more common (acrosyndrome).
The most important basic differential diagnosis is to
distinguish between functional vasoactive diseases (usually
vasospastic) and early stages of serious microcirculatory
damage. The latter cause diseases with endothelial dysfunction ending in organic microcirculatory changes.3–9
The diagnostic algorithm we set up based on IC (Figure 1)
has been used since 2009 with good results. However, LDF
can be guided by IC, in that it can be used to identify the correct placement for measuring changes in the patient’s hand.
In this way, IC can contribute significantly to LDF efficiency
used in standard testing.
We found it important to standardize test techniques
during examinations; this includes hand placement in
defined positions, and precise cooling and warming times
and temperatures.
In the early stages of secondary RP we were able to confirm the diagnosis using this combination of methods, which,
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Materials and methods
We examined consecutively incoming patients to our department between 2008–2011 with acrosyndromes assessed by IC
and LDF with standard testing (venoarteriolar reflex [VAR],
cold test, and rewarming test [Rt]) and compared them with
healthy controls. The controls were examined in the regime
of preventive entry examination provided for companies.
Good compliance was necessary for enrolling them in the
study, which meant providing a relevant patient history and an
agreement to undergo repeated examinations. Next, we sorted
participants into five groups as follows: Group 1, all participants had a negative history as a patient, negative clinical
examination, and negative IC findings; Group 2, all patients
with PRP had typical symptoms (symmetrical digiti mortui),
normal IC findings, and normal screening laboratory tests.
The diagnosis of PRP was proven by long term follow-up
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under other circumstances, would have been difficult. Over
the years we have successfully developed a set of practical
and robust testing methods.
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Figure 1 Diagnostic algorithm of Raynaud’s phenomenon.
Notes: The algorithm is based on intravital capillaroscopy. History of patient and clinical examination with the help of capillaroscopy may differentiate in angiology ambulance
minimally 50% of normal findings (healthy patients and patients with primary Raynaud’s phenomenon). Thirty percent of cases with a questionable IC image require follow-up
on a regular basis; 19% of these cases require proper examination (lab tests, functional test, angiography, computed tomography, ultrasonography, and magnetic resonance
imaging); and 1% leads us almost directly to the diagnosis. The algorithm has been used in our department since 2009.
Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; D, disease; DG, diagnosis; erythemat, erythematosus; IC, intravital capillaroscopy; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PAOD,
peripheral artery occlusive disease; Pharmacol, pharmacological test; PRP, primary Raynaud’s phenomenon; RP, Raynaud’s phenomenon; SSc, systemic scleroderma; susp,
suspected; VWF, vibration white finger.
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of these patients, ie, for more than 2 years; Group 3, all
patients had confirmed systemic scleroderma (SSc) according
to the rheumatological convention and specific IC pictures;10
Group 4, patients had to have typical anamnestic data for
vibration white finger (VWF) disease (blanching of finger
and exposure to vibrating tools), neurological or musculoskeletal findings, and suspect IC images; Group 5, patients with
proven ischemic arterial diseases (peripheral artery occlusive
disease [PAOD]), positive angiography, magnetic resonance
imaging angiography, and after partial amputations, clear
internal, or surgical diagnosis their IC findings appear as
“Stage A” of Bollinger and Fagrell criteria (distinct papillary
capillaries filled with blood or micropools).11 Descriptions
of the groups are provided in Table 1.
LDF examination was performed using the two channel machine MoorVMS-LDF (Moor Instruments, Millwey,
Devon, United Kingdom) using the following parameters:
wavelength 785 nm±10 nm, maximum accessible power
2.5 mW, with flux (tissue perfusion), direct current (intensity),
and concentration continuous measurement. The results are
evaluated by special software provided together with the
MoorVMS-LDF machine. Our IC equipment was a binocular microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with
possible enlargements 20–70× and photograph generating
capabilities.

Standard testing procedures
All participants underwent a standard testing procedure as
follows: after a 30 minutes rest in a quiet and comfortable
room at the appropriate ambient temperature (approximately
23°C) we recorded the basal flow. Flow measurement was
taken at the approximate level of the heart. The shortest
horizontal and smooth flow had to be measured for at least
2 minutes to be recorded. After that period, we performed
the VAR test: a 1-minute measurement with one hand in the
lower position (20 cm below the patient’s heart) while the
other remained in the initial position. The probe location was
decided based on IC results (the most suspicious place). The

Table 1 Participant and group demographics
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5

Diagnosis

Male

Female

Control
PRP
SSc
VWF
PAOD

208
7
2
16
9

60
25
10
0
1

Abbreviations: PAOD, peripheral artery occlusive disease; PRP, primary
Raynaud’s phenomenon; SSc, systemic scleroderma; VWF, vibration white finger.
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standard testing continued and flow in the basic rest position
was determined.
After measurement under ambient temperatures, there was
a cooling period induced by submerging the same hand and
forearm in a special container filled with cold water at around
4°C (water with melting ice cubes) for 1-minute. This step
can be arranged in several ways, as previously reported.12,13
Immediately after removing the hand from the container and
putting it in the rest position, the Rt period began. At first there
was a passive warming stage under ambient temperatures,
then we finished the procedure with an active rewarming stage
in 40°C water in another container. For the standard testing
scheme and results, see Figures 2 and 3.

Results
Normal individuals (Group 1) had the greatest physiological
undulating blood flow in the resting state, a good response to
the VAR test (99% of Group 1 had positive VAR test results)
with lowering of the blood flow after changing position of the
hand, appropriate vasoconstrictive reaction during cooling,
and a prompt recovery of the flow in the passive rewarming
period (restoration of flow within 1-minute).
Nearly all patients with PRP (Group 2; 95%) had normal
(positive) VAR test results, commonly an intensive vasospastic reaction during the cooling test, and slower recovery
(mostly more than 1-minute but shorter than 5 minutes) in the
passive rewarming stage. The response to the active rewarming stimulus was sufficient. During our procedure, restitution
of normal flow occurred within 5 minutes.
The patients with SSc (Group 3), VWF (Group 4), and
PAOD (Group 5) had a lower basic flow and an uncertain
reaction on the VAR test (around 60% of positive cases overall
in these groups; the percentage likely depends on the stage
or how advanced each case is).
The diagnosis or the stage of the disease may influence
response significance during the cooling period. However,
the most important difference between Group 1, Group 2,
and the other three groups was the insufficient prolonged
response to the rewarming procedure.
The passive rewarming period (1-minute) can distinguish
normal persons from patients with PRP with the highest
sensitivity but lower specificity (Table 2). The result of the
active rewarming procedure provides the biggest contribution to differential diagnosis. To achieve the best results, it
is important to find an optimal ratio of heating to cooling
periods. This displays balanced sensitivity and specificity of
the method in the optimal range. Standard statistical results
are provided in Table 2.
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Figure 2 The relationship between time (horizontal) and average relative flow (vertical) during the battery of testing (VAR, cooling, and rewarming test LDF responses) for
various diagnoses manifesting as Raynaud’s phenomenon.
Notes: The LDF results are expressed in average units as the angle of laser beam cannot be exactly calculated in relation to the micro-circulation net.
Abbreviations: LDF, laser doppler flowmetry; PAOD, peripheral artery occlusive disease; PRP, primary Raynaud’s phenomenon; SSc, systemic scleroderma; VAR,
venoarteriolar reflex test; VWF, vibration white finger.
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Figure 3 Schema of how to interpret the test results for different diagnoses. The schema clearly shows that the most important discriminating procedure is the rewarming
test. The finer classification of the underlying diagnosis is difficult when only using LDF; intravital capillaroscopy can contribute to elucidating the correct diagnosis.
Abbreviations: LDF, laser doppler flowmetry; PAOD, peripheral artery occlusive disease; PRP, primary Raynaud’s phenomenon; SRP, secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon;
SSc, systemic scleroderma; VAR, venoarteriolar reflex test; VWF, vibration white finger.
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Table 2 Standard statistics
Positive
Negative
Total
Sensitivity
Specificity
Positive predictive
value
Negative predictive
value
χ2
P-value
Degrees of freedom

PRP

SSc

VWF

PAOD Controls

30
2
32
93.75%

11
1
12
91.67%

13
3
16
81.25%

8
2
10
80.00%

93.75%

84.62%

86.67%

80.00%

2
266
268
99.25%

97.08%
281
0.000
4

Abbreviations: PAOD, peripheral artery occlusive disease; PRP, primary Raynaud’s
phenomenon; SSc, systemic scleroderma; VWF, vibration white finger.

Discussion
Our explanations for the false negative results in the standard
testing arrangement used in this study are the following:
1. The stage of some diseases; for example, in the very early
stage of SSc we can place the probe on a relatively healthy
location on a finger. IC can sometimes help to determine
the worst region for placing the probe. On the other hand,
when we have a very advanced and poor blood supply,
the response to the cold can be relatively small (a small
change when we compare minimal flow during rest to
the lower, near zero, flow during the cooling period). IC
can clearly indicate when the blood flow stops and how
long it takes to start perfusing the skin again. This is the
reason why IC assistance is important for improving the
sensitivity and specificity of LDF testing.
2. Extreme weather conditions. It is necessary to report that
we have more positive results (especially in the PRP cases)
during the winter time than during the hot summer. Resting
in the standard temperature room for half an hour before
testing is probably too short to normalize body temperate
during rare extreme weather conditions, but from a practical
point of view it is difficult to prolong the rest period to 1 or
2 hours; such an examination in the hospital would require
maintaining a room with proper ambient temperature for
2 or 3 hours, which is hard to obtain and justify, especially
for testing individuals with minimal symptoms.
3. Test quality. We must stress the importance of the strict,
accurate regime of testing for identifying relevant results. It
is especially important to ensure that the time of the heating
period is consistent in order to obtain a sufficient specificity
of the testing, as, for example, a longer heating period of
just 5 minutes lowers the specificity (approximately 5%
per minute), which changes the sensitivity of the testing.

Journal of Vascular Diagnostics 2014:2

Interesting, yet inconsistent, results of this study
included identifying patients with lupus erythematosus
or rheumatoid arthritis. The reason for this result may
be attributable to the small number of cases we tested.
Conversely, it may be a result of the fact that 10% or 20% of
patients suffering from rheumatoid arthritis have microcirculation expression like RP. It seems that the results of LDF testing
depend on the treatment effect,14 as sometimes we can see
improvement or findings during remission for these patients.
This means that for the purposes of direct diagnostics of other
RPs this testing battery cannot contribute significantly.
LDF guided by IC offers further possibilities for accurately diagnosing secondary RP. We would like to continue
research in this area, using ideas and methods that can be
found in other studies.15–26

Conclusion
We believe that we have established a relatively robust and
reliable examination schema for the differential diagnosis
of RP. Furthermore, we believe that most patients will be
amenable to this battery of testing though there can exist some
exceptions of rare intolerance to the intensive cooling test.
The place where the LDF probe should be placed has
to be determined by IC prior to the LDF. Also, keeping the
proper sequence and timing of the cooling and rewarming
periods is crucial for success.
This procedure was tested with good results for the limited
purpose of diagnosing secondary RP as discussed, but not for
many others, such as rheumatoid arthritis, lupus erythematosus, and so on. These diagnoses require their own specific
procedures especially the correct rewarming periods.
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